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Waking Romeo
by Kathryn Barker

No beaut ies  or  monsters
by Tara Goedjen

In 2083, 18-year-old Jules Capulet is still reeling
from the end of her romance with Romeo--

which left him in a coma and her a social
outcast--when Heathcliff Ellis arrives from

another time, on a mission to revive Romeo
and possibly rewrite the future.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC BARK

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC GOED

Rylie hasn't been back to the military base in
Twentynine Palms since her father died. She’s

seeing things she can’t explain. Visions of
monstrous creatures that stalk the night. Rylie

wants the truth, but she doesn’t know if she can
trust herself. Are the monsters in her head really
out there? Or could it be that the deadliest thing

in the desert . . . is Rylie herself?

I ron widow
by Xiran Jay Zhao

Hunting by stars
by Cherie Dimaline

Offering herself up as a concubine-pilot to
assassinate the man responsible for her sister’s

death, 18-year-old Zetian discovers her true
destiny as an Iron Widow and must use her

strength to force her society to stop failing its
women and girls.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC ZHAO

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC DIMA

17-year-old French has been captured by the
Recruiters, confined to one of the infamous
residential schools, where the government

extracts the marrow of Indigenous people in
order to steal the ability to dream. His found

family are hunting for him, determined to rescue
him, and French has to decide just how much, and

whom, he is willing to sacrifice to survive.

Devi l  in  the device
by Lora B. Johnson

Gamora and Nebula

by Mackenzi Lee

Battling the dangerous forces buried within
their minds, Andra and Zhade will have to find a
way to work together before two power-hungry

leaders and a deadly swarm of rogue
technology destroy humanity for good.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC JOHN

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LEE

Sisters Gamora and Nebula are forced to trust
each other when the item they are searching

for, the heart of Torndune, plunges them both
into a twisted competition with galactic

consequences.
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You & me at  the
end of  the wor ld
by Brianna Bourne

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC BOUR

The last  she
by H.J. Nelson

Out of  the shadows
by Justina Ireland

The last woman on Earth after a mysterious
plague wipes out the female population, Ara

finds an ally in Kaden, a man willing to do
anything to help her as she searches for the

truth of her existence.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC NELS

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC IREL

This latest installment in the series follows the
exciting adventures of Jedi Knight Vernestra

Rwoh, Jedi Padawan Reath Silas and many
others.

Breeder
by Honni Van Rijswijk

 

The Kindred
by Alechia Dow

In the future state of the Corp, Will is a seemingly
average 15-year-old who lives and works in Zone F.

Every day as a Breeder is a struggle, especially for Will
who is fighting against time for access to an illegal

medical drug, Crystal 8. So he travels to the Gray Zone
undercover where he can get access to the drug.

Caught up in new friendships, nothing goes as
planned and Will faces his fear of being caught.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC RIJS

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC DOW

Accused of murdering the royal family, Duke Felix
Hamdi goes on the run with Joy, a commoner
from the lowly planet Hali who is his kindred

mind-pairing. As Felix is next in line for the
throne, someone will stop at nothing until he's

dead, which means they'll target Joy, too.

The ones we ' re  meant  to  f ind

by Joan He

Yesterday is  h istory
by Kosoko Jackson

In a near future when life is harsh outside of
Earth's last unpolluted place, Cee tries to leave

an abandoned island while her sister, STEM
prodigy Kasey, seeks escape from the science

and home she once trusted.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC JOHN

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC JACK

After receiving a liver transplant Andre is ready
for his life to finally begin, until one night, when
he passes out and wakes up somewhere totally

unexpected...in 1969. And then, just as suddenly
as he arrived, he slips back to the present to find

out that his new liver came with a side effect—
the ability to time travel.

Dragonf ly  gi r l
by Marti Leimbach

The darkness
outs ide us

by Eliot Schrefer

Entering a prestigious science contest hoping
to help her cash-strapped mother, science

enthusiast Kira lands a part-time job at a
celebrated scientist’s lab before her

unexpected discovery of how to reverse death
enmeshes her in an international rivalry.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LEIM

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SCHR

Two boys, alone in space. Sworn enemies sent on
the same rescue mission. In order to survive,

Ambrose and Kodiak will need to work together
and learn to trust each other . . . especially once

they discover what they are truly up against.

Ashfal l  legacy
by Pittacus Lore

Game changer
by Neal Shusterman

16-year-old half-alien Sydney Chambers leaves
Earth to seek his long-missing father, and

unearths a devastating, centuries-old secret
about humanity.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LORE

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SHUS

All it takes is one hit on the football field, and
suddenly Ash’s life doesn’t look quite the way he
remembers it. Impossible though it seems, he’s
been hit into another dimension. And if he isn’t

careful, the world he’s learning to see more
clearly could blink out of existence.

Walking in  two wor lds

by Wab Kinew

Polar opposites Hannah and Leo team up to
figure out why they are the only two people left

in a world where nothing is what it seems
before they are torn apart forever.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC KINE

When Bugz, who is caught between the worlds of
life on the Rez and the virtual world, meets Feng,

they form an instant bond as outsiders and
gamers and must both grapple with the impact

of family challenges and community trauma.
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